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Keys to Math
Fluency
Playtime, snack time, story time…it’s always
a good time to work on math fluency. A youngster
who’s fluent in math thinks about numbers in different
ways and uses various strategies to solve problems.
Plus, he can explain his strategies, which shows he
understands the “why” behind math operations. Try
these activities that will fit “fluently” into your child’s
daily routines.

Playtime

Re

Whether your youngster counts blocks or rocks, he can
practice counting fluently as he plays. First, ask him to make
the tallest building possible by placing one block on top of
another, counting as he builds. Next, go outdoors, and let him
fill up his dump truck with rocks. Now he gets to dump it out
and count the rocks. How could he fit in more rocks? (He’d
need to find smaller ones!)

in a different way (perhaps 5 + 7). Idea: Turn your plates
around and say the number sentences (4 + 8 = 12, 7 + 5 = 12).
She’ll see that the total is still the same. That’s the commutative
property of addition — add numbers in any order, and the sum
will be the same.

On-the-go time

Snack time

How is 17 related to 18? They’re “neighbors,” because 17 is
one less than 18, and 18 is one more than 17! Spotting relationships between numbers helps your youngster solve math problems fluently. In the car or on a walk, work on “neighborly
numbers.” Point out a number, and ask him to tell you its
neighbor. If you pick 35 on a speed limit sign, he would say
that 34 and 36 are its “neighbors.” Variation: Have him tell you
which number is 10 less (25) and 10 more (45). Note: At first,
he may need to start counting at 1 to figure out a number’s
neighbor. As he becomes more fluent, he’ll be able to answer
automatically.

Here’s a fluency-builder that tastes yummy! Choose a
snack with small pieces, such as raisins, cereal rings, or blueberries. Arrange a handful (say, 12 blueberries) in two groups
on your plate (maybe 8 on one side and 4 on the other), and
say the number sentence you made (8 + 4 = 12). Let your
child take the same number of snacks and show the number
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